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“REACH“ REGULATION 1907/2006/CE 
 

concerning registration, evaluation, authorization and restriction of chemicals 

(REACH: Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals) 
 
Following up the regulation above Cmatic Spa declares as follows:  
 
Cmatic Spa is to be considered exclusively as a user of substances and/or preparations used in its own 
production processes; such substances and /or preparations are purchased from suppliers that have 
submitted adequate compliance declarations to the above mentioned REACH Regulation. 
 
The products manufactured by Cmatic Spa, pneumatic fittings for automation applications DO NOT 
contain substances/preparations which can be deliberately released during the ordinary use of the 
finished products. 
 
Cmatic Spa declares that depending on the raw material used, some products may contain some Lead in 
quantity above 0.1% in weight (substance listed on SVHC on 27/06/2018). Being listed on SVHC does 
not imply any change in the conditions of use of the product, also in consideration of the fact that Cmatic 
Spa products are meant for an industrial use and not for a direct, prolonged contact with people. 
 
Cmatic Spa declares that no other substance listed on the Candidate list is present in their products. 
 
Cmatic Spa will strive to periodically monitor the “Candidate List” of the SVHC substances, updated by 
ECHA and to promptly inform all parties involved if new SVHC substances are present in Cmatic 
products. 
 
The aforementioned information relieves our customers from the need to notify ECHA (European 
Chemicals Agency) about new substances as a consequence of the use of our products. 
 
This declaration is applicable with regards to the substances stated on the Candidate list updated as of 
today. The updated list of SVHC substances is available at: 

https://echa.europa.eu/it/candidate-list-table 

 
Giussano, 27th June 2022 
 
Cmatic Spa 
Ing. Emilio Tiburzi 
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